Unikernels have emerged as a fast, small, and secure system that reuses VM isolation while also being lightweight by eliminating the general-purpose OS from the VM. Running unikernels as processes on diverse host operating systems and hypervisors is a practical way to take their advantage to run applications built using various unikernels on traditional platforms. (e.g., Linux)

Solo5 appeared as a general sandboxed execution environment that works as the interface between the host kernel and the unikernels. This study explored the Solo5 open source project and investigated three issues of the project.

Solo5 Structure

Solo5 introduces the concept of a tender, a process responsible for loading the unikernel code into its own address space. There are two primary tenders hvt (hardware virtualized tende) and spt (sandboxed process tender), which both were known as ukvm monitor.

Solo5 Issues

This study investigated three open issues on the Solo5 project and solved two of them.

**Enable the system to be built with GCC 10.x:**
By modifying the configure script, the Solo5 system could now be built with GCC >9 on Linux.

**Stop host system from executing Solo5 binaries directly on Linux:**
By adding a PT_INTERP in binding-specific linker scripts, which points to a trailing slash /nonexistent/solo5/. The host kernel is not allowed to execute Solo5 binaries directly, which avoids the risks of exposing the host kernel and provide sensible error messages to users.

**Add proper support for cross-compiling:**
The ARM 64bit toolchain was used to test cross-compilation of Solo5. However, after careful investigation, it turned out that this issue is far beyond the scope of the project for two reasons. First, we could not find a way to override the existing toolchains used by the tender without crashing the compilation. Second, a comprehensive modification to the configure script and other files is too complicated to complete.

RESULTS & Future Work

A Debian virtual machine on VirtualBox was used to build the Solo5 system. With Opam, the unikernel MirageOS was loaded into Solo5. A hello-world program was built on MirageOS. This project successfully built an application using an unikernel implementation with the interface Solo5 on Linux. Solo5 has many limitations and requires long-term efforts to develop. Solo5 has the potential of introducing unikernels to different platforms. The next step is to transform the experimental targets into productive targets. We will continue to contribute to the project and work on the open issues.
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